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Optimal and Robust Controllers for Periodic
and Multirate Systems
Munther A. Dahleh, Member, IEEE, Petros G. Voulgaris, and Lena S. Valavani, Member, IEEE
I Abstract-In this paper, the problem of optimal rejection of problem is solved in [2], [3]. In [2], [3] the problem is
bounded persistent disturbances is solved in the case of linear transformed to a tractable linear programming problem, via
discrete-time periodic systems. The solution consists of solving duality theory. In this paper, we show that the same approach
an equivalent time-invariant standard 1' optimization problem
subject to an additional constraint. This constraint assures the can be extended to yield the optimal solution for the con-
causality of the resulting periodic controller. By the duality strained problem. In Section II, we present some mathemati-
theory, the problem is shown to be equivalent to a linear cal preliminaries together with some background on periodic
programming problem, which is no harder than the standard 1' systems. In Section m, the problem is defined and in Section
problem. Also, it is shown that the method of solution pre- IV, we present the solution following two approaches. In
sented applies exactly to the problem of disturbance rejection in
the case of multirate sampled data systems. Finally, we apply Section V, we demonstrate that the problem of optimal
the results to the problem of robust stabilization of periodic and disturbance rejection for multi-rate sampled systems can be
multirate systems. treated analogously. In particular, we show how with a
simple modification the same approach can be used to obtain
I. INTRODUCTION the optimal multirate compensator. Furthermore in the same
HE study of periodically time-varying systems is a topic section, we consider the problem of robust stabilization in
| l . of growing research. In [9] an equivalence between periodic and multirate plants. We indicate that this problem
m-input p-output linear N-period causal discrete systems and can be analyzed without introducing conservatism by consid-
a class of discrete linear time-invariant causal systems was ering the same problem for the equivalent LTI system.
established. Namely, this class consists of mN-input pN- Finally, in Section VI we summarize and draw conclusions.
output linear time-invariant (LTI) systems with X-transforms II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
/P(X) such that P(O) is a block lower triangular matrix. This
In this paper the following notation is used:equivalence is strong in the sense that it preserves the alge- s w
braic structure (isomorphism) and the norm (isometry). ir x, The normed linear space of all m x n matrices
Hence, we can effectively use the theory of LTI systems to H each of whose entries is a right sided,
study periodic ones. In fact, the authors in [9] use this absolutely summable real sequence Hi =
equivalence to prove that although the performance is not (Hij(k))= 0. The norm is defined as
improved, periodic compensators for LTI plants offer signif-
icant advantages in terms of robustness to parametric uncer- IHII , max E E Hi-(k) .
tainty. Moreover, they argue that the optimal (in 12 to 12 i j= k=O
sense) compensator for an N-periodic system is N-periodic. ; The normed linear space of all m x n matrices
Indeed, as it is proved in [1] the above argument is true also H each of whose entries is a right sided magni-in the worst case l' to l ° sense. Hence, it can be easily
tude bounded real sequence Hij = (Hij(k))'=o.inferred that the optimal controller for the N-periodic system The norm is defined as
can be obtained by solving the equivalent LTI problem. This
problem however, includes a constraint on the optimal LTI m
compensator C(X), namely, C(O) should be block lower IIHI, = E max(sup Hij (k)I).
triangular matrix so that C corresponds to a causal N-peri-
odic controller. It is exactly this problem we approach in this c The subspace of s consisting of all ele-
paper in an optimal Il to Il sense. The unconstrained ments which converge to zero.
Xm The space of real m x 1 vectors u each of
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sequence H = (H(k)) 0=o defined as Let f be N-periodic and Wm represent the isomorphism
X0 v : *lo-, e . 1w, e
H(x) = E/ H(k)Xk. m
k=O a {a(O), a(l), * *, } W,(a)
.mxn The real normed linear space of all m x n ma-
trices H((X) such that H(X) is the X-transform of a a(N)
an l xn, sequence H. This space is isometrically a(l) a(N + 1)
isomorphic to lm xn' =
TmVn The space of all linear bounded and causal maps
from I' to lm. We refer to these operators as a(N- 1) a(2N - 1)
stable.
fXrn The subspace of m x ' consisting of maps that Define the map L as
commute with the shift operator (i.e., the time- L f WpfW, 
invariant maps). This space is isometrically iso-
morphic to m,,xn. where Wp is defined similarly to Wm. Then L(f) represents
X* The dual space of the normed linear space X. a system with inputs in ImN and outputs in IpNe Moreover,
BX The closed unit ball of X. as shown in [9], L(f) is LTI and the following hold.
l S The left annihilator of S C X. Fact 2.2: Given a m-input p-output linear causal N-peri-
S The right annihilator of S C X. odic system f, one can associate via the map L a unique
(x, x*) The value of the bounded linear functional x* at causal (pN x mN) LTI system L(f) with a transfer matrix
point xeX. F(X). Conversely, any (pN x mN) transfer matrix F(X)
nkfZ The kth-truncation operator on I", e defined as with F(O) block lower triangular can be associated by L-1
with a unique m-input p-output linear causal N-periodic
lI: {u(0), u(l), .,} - {u(O), , u(k),O,O, .,}- . system.
A,,, The right shift operator on f e, i.e., Note: In the above fact, F(O) block lower triangular
means that
Am: {a(O), a(l),- * , - O. a(O), a(l), I, . Foo 0 0 .- 0
Note: We will often drop the m and n in the above Flo F1, 0 ... 0
notation when the dimension is not important or when it is P(o) =
clear from the context. Also, subscripts on the norms are 0
dropped when there is no ambiguity. FNO FN1 FN2 ... FNN
We now present some facts that are used in this paper.
First, we invoke the following from [2]. where each submatrix Fij has a dimension p x m. This is
Fact 2.1: Every linear functional on Pm x n is representable exactly what is meant when the term block lower triangular is
uniquely in the form used hereafter. Also, we will use the term "lifting" to
indicate the action of L to a system f (i.e., F is the lifted
f (H) = E E E Y. (k)Hl (k) system or F is the lift of f). Finally, to avoid proliferation
i= j= 1 k=0 of notation, we hereafter use W generically instead of Wn
where Y Ewhere the subscript n specifies the dimension of the elements
(l)where Y = (Y 1y) ~,x and H = (H1 1)el xn Hence of the sequence that this isomorphism acts on.(rl x* = *x n It can be also shown that (cxn)* = xn Fact 2.3: L preserves the algebraic properties and the
where the linear functionals are defined as above. norm. In particular
Next, we give some background on periodic systems fol-
lowing [91. sup Ilfu 1 = sup I Fw [ 1N
Definition 2.1: Let f: ln'e -, In'e be an operator. f is ueBlI weBIrN
called causal if Hence, f is input-output stable if and only if F = L(f) is
rlkfu = nkfUrkU, stable.
ninu = v~kf~k a, Ok = O. 1, 2,- * * *,Suppose in addition, that f is finite dimensional with a
f is called strictly causal if stabilizable and detectable state-space description. In [1],
[13] it is shown that we can obtain a doubly coprime factor-
lnjfU = Inkfn'kiu vk = 0, 1,2, * -. ization (DCF) of f by obtaining a DCF of the lifted system
F. The key observation in [1] is that the factors of F
Now let f represent the input-output map from Im ' e to obtained using the standard formulas in [7] possess the
i ' e of a linear causal time-varying system. property of being block lower triangular at X = 0. Hence,
Definition 2.2: The map f is N-periodic if and only if it since L is an isomorphism, we can obtain a DCF of f, the
commutes with the Nth power of the right shift, i.e., factors being the images of the inverse map of the lifted LTI
factors of F and therefore N-periodic. Also assuming well-
f(Am) )= (uAp) Nf posedness [7], [5] we can characterize all stabilizing con-
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trollers c in terms of these factors, In summary, we have the w z
following. P
Fact 2.4: Let F = N/ID 1 = D-'N.r and
(Nr Dr)N XI c
represent a DCF of F where the factors are given as in [7].
Then, the following represent a DCF of f: Fig. 1. Block diagram of disturbance rejection.
f = nld -1 = drnfr the system P and let T,z denote the map from i = Ww to
X, -X. r d, yY -I z = Wz. Note that the Assumption 3.1 guarantees the well-
-nr dr n l x) posedness of the LTI problem. Then it is well known [18],[6], [17], [5] that all the feasible maps are given as Tzw = H
where n I = L-l(Nl), dl = L-1 (D,), xl = L-1 (XI), y, = - UQV where H, U, V E TI and Q6 YTV. Moreover,
L-l(Yl), nr = L-(Nr), dr = L-(Dr), Xr = L-'(Xr), H, U, V are determined by P. Now, the following lemma
Yr = L- 1(Y,) are in YTV and N-periodic. Moreover, all shows the aforementioned equivalent.
stabilizing time-varying controllers c of f are given by Lemma 3.1: The OBJ is equivalent to the problem:
c = (y, - dq)(x-n,q = (xr-qnr) (r - qdr) inf llH- UQnV l (OPT)
where q E YTV' subject to Q(0) being block lower triangular.
Note that, in the above fact, it is easy to check that q is Proof From Fact 2.4 and Fact 2.5 we obtain
N-periodic if and only if c is N periodic. Finally, along the
lines of [16], it is shown in [1] that the optimal performance inf I1 TZWl = inf II Hp - UpQpVp[I
in periodic plants is achieved with periodic controllers, CV QP
Fact 2.5: Let Hp, Up, V, be N-periodic and stable causal where Qp is N-perdi , a , and H = L ) U
linear operators. Then V- , L-l(V). Now, by Facts 2.2 and 2.3 itfollows that
inf Hp - UpQVpll = inf [Hp -UpQpVp
QEYTVinf IH nQP- 1 infiiH - LQPVPII inf IIH- UQVII. ·
QQ, Q l ppl Q=L(Q,)
where Qp is N-periodic and in T r.V 
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION It is problem OPT that we approach in the following section.
The standard block diagram for the disturbance rejection
problem is depicted in Fig. 1. In this figure, P, denotes some
fixed linear causal N-periodic plant, Co denotes a time-vary- Clearly, if in OPT we remove the constraint on Q(0) then
ing compensator (not necessarily periodic), and the signals the problem becomes the standard 11 optimization problem
w, z, y, and u are defined as follows: w, exogenous [2], [3]. In [2], [3] the authors solve the problem by solving
disturbance; z, signals to be regulated; y, measured plant the dual problem with linear programming methods. We can
output; and u, control inputs to the plant. P, can be thought solve OPT by extending the method in [2], [3] to account for
of as a four block matrix each block being a linear causal the constraint on Q(O). To show this, assume that T(X), V(,X)
N-periodic system. The following common assumptions are have full-row and column rank, respectively, for almost all
made. X; we will come back to the general case later on. Also,
Assumption 3.1: The system of Figure 1 is well-posed assume that U(X), V(X) have no zeros on the unit circle. Let
[5], [7]. now { P,}N i be as in [2], [3] the basis for the functionals in
Assumption 3.2: P, is finite-dimensional and stabiliz- cjnxn that annihilate the space
able.
A sufficient condition for Assumption 3.1 to hold is that S = {K: K = UQV, Q lmxn},
the lower diagonal block of Pp is strictly causal. Let Tzw i.e.,
represent the resulting map from w to z for a given compen-
sator C,. Our objective can be now stated as OBJ: (UQV, Pi) = O vi = 1,2,- , N, Q l mx n.
find C, such that the resulting closed-loop system is stable These functionals are attributed to the unstable zeros of U(X)
and also the induced norm 11 T,, t over I' is minimized. and V(X). Suppose now that we are able to find functionals
In the sequel, we show that this problem can be turned into { XiJ= 1 in c% ,, having the following property:
an equivalent LTI problem. Towards this end, we lift each of if K E S, then
the four blocks of P, and let P denote the resulting LTI
plant. Consider now, the disturbance rejection problem for (K, Xj) = 0 Vj = 1,2, *., J (PROP)
----- ---- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -______________________________________
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if and only if Therefore OPT can be rewritten as
3QE1" ., with K= UQV and inf IIH- UQVn Q V
Q(O) block lower triangular.
Next, define S as QEl',(Q, Rj = = 1,2,-,r.
S = I: K' K-UQV, QE el mx, Q(O) Next, we present the solution to OPT by following two
block lower triangular}. approaches.
The following lemma, given without proof, stems from stan- Approach 1: By performing an inner-outer factorization
dard results in functional analysis (for example, [10]). [7] for U, V we obtain
Lemma 4.1: Let {P}N, Eco,,0 as above and let U= UiU0, v= V
{ Xjj in C n satisfy PROP as above. Then the annihila-{ X}-_J in C* where the subscript i stands for "inner" and o for "outer,"
tor subspace ' S of S can be characterized as i.e., £5T(Xl)L(X) = I and V(X-)VT(X) = I. Note that
'S = span ({P uI {x X}_l). * U*(X), Vi(X) are square matrices. Also, the various factors
Q- Ui, VU , Vi may not, in general, correspond to an N-peri-
All that the above lemma says is that the functionals { Xj}J= odic system (i.e., at X = 0 they may not possess the block
add the extra constraints of causality of Q(0) required to lower triangular structure). Our goal is to reflect the con-
solve OPT by enlarging the subspace l Ss to ' S. Since we straint on Q(0) to the product K = UQ V. Note that if U(0)
now have a complete characterization of ' S we can proceed and V(0) are square and invertible matrices then the situation
exactly as in [2], [3] to solve OPT. Namely, using duality we is simple. To realize this, note that by Fact 2.4 both
can transform OPT to a maximization problem inside B(' S). U(0), V(0) are block lower triangular. Hence, since K(0) =
By Fact 2.1 (cox)* = .,,; moreover, if M is the U(0) Q(0) V(0), we have that Q(0) is block lower triangular if
subspace in c ,,, defined as M = span ({ P,I}N= U and only if K(0) is block lower triangular. Therefore, the
{Xj.J}!) then from the definitions of { Xj~}J and { p}NI, functionals we are looking for are simply the Rj's as defined
it is easy to verify as in [2], [3] that M = S which implies in the beginning of the section. However, this might not be
that S is weak * closed. Hence the case: U(0), V(0) might not be square and/or they might
not be invertible due to, for example, a delay. Because of
Kinfe K = H - K IK = sup (G H) this, we proceed by reflecting the constraints first on UoQVoKES KES)I GeB( S) and then on K. Towards this end let Z = UoQVo; the
but since ' S is finite-dimensional following propositions show how Z is affected due to the
sup (G, H) = max (G, H) constraints on Q.GBsup (G.H)= max (G. H) Proposition 4.1: Let Z e I' then
GcB(- 'S) GEB(-aS)
therefore 3Qel with (Q,Rj)=O0
inflIH-KII= max (G,H).
KeS GeB(S) Vj= 1,2, , r and Z= UoQV
The right-hand side of the above equality can be turned into a if and only if
finite-dimensional linear programming problem [2], [3] and z(o) e S = { U(0) A V(0):
hence we obtain the optimal G = Go. The optimal Ko is
found by using the alignment conditions [2], [3] A block lower triangular matrix}.
(Go, H - Ko) = || H - K o 11. Proof: The "if' direction goes as follows: let Uo', V,,
denote any right and left stable inverses of Uo, V, respec-
In the sequel we show how to obtain these { X} 1} . 'it we so to () tively. Then Uor, Vo e 11. Let A be a block lower triangular
First, we associate a functional Rj Rj(0),0,0,- - matrix such that Z(}) = U-(0)AV,(O); define QA 
in co for every element j of Q(0) with indexes (lj, mj) that {A 0 0, , } and let Z = Z - UOQAVO then ZEl 1 and
has to equal 0 (i.e., the elements that are not in the block
lower triangular portion of Q(0)) as follows: we pick R(0) follows that ef, o) is block lower triangular and Zfollows that Q e 1l, Q(0) is block lower triangular and Z =
to have the same dimension as Q(0) and also to have all its U
entries but one equal to 0. The nonzero entry is taken to direction is immediate 
equal 1 and its indexes are precisely the ones that correspond onProposition 4.1 shows that only Z(0) is constrained to lie
mto j (i.e., (j, mj)). Hence, if r equs the number of in a certain subspace (i.e., SA) otherwise Z can be arbitrary
) that are necessarily zero then in . H nce, th  problem of specifying constraints on Z in
(Q, R j) = 0 Vj = 1, 2," *, r terms of functionals is finite-dimensional. Note that the char-
acterization of this subspace is independent of the choice of
right and left inverses for Uo, Vo, respectively, hence it is
Q(0) block lower triangular. exact. In the next proposition the annihilator subspace SB of
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SA is characterized and from this the annihilator subspace of Theorem 4.1: The functionals
Z is generated 
Proposition 4.2: Let {B 1}j=B be a basis for the finite- = URZV j= 1,2,, 
dimensional Euclidean space satisfy PROP.
SB = T TB: UO(O)BVOT(O) Espall ({Rj(O)}]=l. . oProof. Consider the bounded operators Tu,, Tv, on 11
So= B: U( B()espan { defined as
Define the following functionals in c°: t
(TUX)(t) = E Ui(r)X(t - r)
RZj = lBj,0,0, I Vj= 1,2,-- -, r=0
Let ZeI1 then (TrX)(t) = E X(r)V(t- r)
Z(O) SA=
if and only if where X e 1'. Their weak * adjoints Tu*, T* on co which
are given by
(Z, Rzj) =0 Vj = 1,2,' , jB . (TriY)(t) = > u/ r)y(- +t)
Proof: Since the only nonzero element in R Zj is thet) = 
first one, it is clear that the condition (Z, Rz) = 0 is equiva-
lent to the condition (Z(O), Bj) = 0 where ( *, ) is inter- (TY)(t)= Y(T + t) VIT(T)
preted as an inner product in the finite-dimensional Euclidean 7'=0
space of matrices. Now, let A be a block lower triangular where YEc.
matrix and B e SA ; then since Notice, that since UI, Vi inner then /T()X- l)(X) = I and
(Uo(O)AVo(O), B) = (A, UT(O)BVfT(O)) vA V/(X-'l)VT(X) = I. Note also that Tu, Tu represent multi-
plication from the right whereas T*, Tv represent multipli-
it follows that B E SB. Conversely, it also follows that if cation from the left. Hence, it follows that Tu Tu = I and
B E SB then (U(O) A V(O), B) = 0. Hence TvT =
=Ai 5 B sInterpreting
or equivalently UiZV. = Tui(Tvi (Z))
SB1 = SA and
which proves the proposition. UiRZVi = TU( R Z))
The computation of { Bj}J 1 for the general nonsquare with
case is routine and is presented in the Appendix. Since the R Epan ({ R j 1)
matrices UO(O), Vo(O) have full-row and column rank, respec- span R 
tively, it can be easily checked that the dimension of SB we can verify that
is going to be at most equal to the dimension of (UZV URzV) Z R
span({ Rj(0)}= 1), i.e., JB < r. Therefore, Z will be "less
constrained" than Q. In fact, there are cases as in Example Hence, if X = UiRz Vi then
2, where Z turns out to be unconstrained in 1l. In this case, (UQV, X) = 0 if and only if (Z, R z) = 0SB = {O} or equivalently SA is the whole finite-dimensional
space of matrices (of appropriate dimensions) and hence, the which completes the proof. -
solution to OPT is the same to the standard unconstrained Remark: So far in this section we assumed that U(X), V(X)
problem in [2], [3]. The equality jB = r occurs when U and have full-row and column rank, respectively. However, there
V are square. In this case, the computation of {Bj}jj B, is is no loss of generality since in the "bad" rank case (i.e.,
immediate. Namely when the above assumption does not hold [2], [3], [11]) it is
shown in [11] that in order to solve the unconstrained prob-
Bj = UO T(0 )R(0)V o;(0) j = 1,- -, r. lem it is necessary to solve a square subproblem. In particu-
In view of the above propositions, OPT can be stated as ar, we can partition U, V as
inf[,H- UjZVj, U = ( U) V=( 2)
with where U, V are square and invertible. Let K = UQV then
Zel', (Z, Rz) =O vj = 1, , j,. j -
We now show how to obtain the functionals { Xj}j= 1 that 21 K22
have the property (PROP) mentioned in the beginning of this A necessary condition for the existence of a solution is that K
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The solution presented so far required an inner-outer Q F\
factorization for U, V. Next, an alternative approach which _ qlf
does not require inner-outer factorization is presented. For Partition Q and F as Q = . and F= . then
simplicity, we indicate the method in the case where V = I.
The extension in the case where V * I should be immediate qk fk
to the reader.
Approach 2: Let U be written in the Smith form [8] as (, D) ( 0(X))Q(X)), o T(O)Fp(X))
i=k
U= St,(I 0)S 2 + E (i( i()())
where Sl , S2 correspond to square, stable transfer matrices
with stable inverses and but F(X) = Fo(0) and fi(X) = fi(0) i = 1, 2, , k hence
t(X) = diag (G0 (X), Xgl(X), , Xkg,(X)) (;Q, D) = (Go(O) Q(0), Go T(0)F0 (0))
i=k
where Go(X) is a diagonal stable transfer matrix with no + (gi(=)q(k), g-1(0)fj(0)) = (Q F).
zeros at X = 0, and gl(X), " , gk(X) are scalar stable trans- i= (
fer functions also with no zeros at X = 0. Let {B}j_'g be a As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, let Ts-I be the operator
basis for the finite-dimensional space on 1' associated with the stable system S- ' and let Ts-, be
SB = f S2( (0)( BE span ({Rj() r its adjoint on c° . Then by defining
x= Ts*1 D)
Theorem 4.2: Let Ts-, be the weak* adjoint operator on we can show that
co associated with S'- 1, i.e., (YQ, D) = (SIEQ, X).
(Tsi Y)(t) = E S T(r)Y(r + t) Hence
7=o
wi Y c. he te ntion (SI,>Q, X) = 0 if and only if (Q, F) = 0
with Ye c° . Then the functionals
which completes the proof. U
Xj = Ts*, (Dj) The functionals Xj, j = 1, -, ji obtained by the second
with method will contain finitely many nonzero components.
Namely, Xj(m) = 0 Vm > k. This is so because Fj has all
bDj(X) = diag (Go T(0 ), X1g l(o0), . , Xkgl'(0)) F(X) its elemenms but the first equal to zero and hence Dj(m)
equals zero for m > k. In the first method however, the
obtained functionals will not, in general, have this property.
Fj = { Bj.o 0, O.* * ·, } -- They will decay though, (since they lie in c°) and the rate of
j' ' decay will be dictated by the poles of U/ and Vi. Hence, it
for j = 1,2, , jg satisfy PROP. seems that the linear programming problem in the dual space
Proof: First, note that the term (I 0)S 2 is "outer" and [2] will be simpler when the second method is used, provided
s is a stable right inverse of it. .Hence, if =(I that a simple way to obtain a Smith decomposition of aS2 /is a stable right inverse of it. Hence, if Q== (I i
o ' transfer matrix exists.
0)S 2 Q then we can go through exactly the same arguments as Next, we show that in general OPT has different solution
in Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 to show that if Qe 11 then than the unconstrained problem.
Example 1: Consider an optimization problem in a 2-peri-
3Q e I with (Q, R1 ) = 0 odic single-input single-output system with the equivalent
vj = 1,2,--,r and = (I o)S2 Q LTIproblembeingas follows:
inf H - UQII
if and only if Qel1
(Q,Fj) = 0 j = 1,2,. -, jg. such that Q(0) is lower triangular, where H(X) = (0 0),
Now, let F e span ({ F} jD 1) and define D c o as ( We first solve the unconstrained problem following [2].
b()X) = diag (Go T(o), Xg9l(o)_ * * Xkg 'l(0)) t(X) The basis for the functionals that annihilate Ss = {UQ: Q
e'1 } consists of the following:
then we can verify that F = (' 0)1 '
as follows. (Q, = F) 02 = 0... }
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The resulting optimal solution 'u = H - UQu is lower triangular. Suppose U = UiUo with Ui(X) = X, U0(X)
= (0 I) then U(O) has full-row rank. Finally, let Z = UoQ.
~u -'~12= q22+ it can be easily checked that Uo(0)Q(0) spans the whole
0u= 1( 2 0k22 ) 2 x 2-dimensional space of real matrices with Q(0) being
where 0b12, 22 arbitrary in 1I such that block lower triangular, i.e., Q(0) of the form
11 l21111 + 11022i 1 *0 o
and |-1 2 - °22 )Q(0) = ( * 2
Q-i- 02k 2 - 0-22 '
Hence, the problem is
(kuI 111= 1. inf IIH- UiZII
Now, in the constrained case, we obtain by using the which is exactly the unconstrained problem.
second approach the following extra functional:
V. APPLICATIONS
F3 = 1 0, 0 0 ° ' A. 1' Optimal Disturbance Rejection in Multirate
{(00 (0 ), ISampled Data Systems
The resulting optimal solution is:
An important feature of the solution presented in this paper
()= (1 0.5X; is its immediate applicability to the problem of optimal
0 h1.5 . disturbance rejection in multirate sampled data (MRSD) sys-
with tems. The most general m-input p-output MRSD system is
=( 0 0 shown in Fig. 2. This system consists of a LTI continuous
( 0 0.5 ' plant Gc together with multirate hold and sampling mecha-
Also, nisms which are dictated by the sets of positive integers
I11b 11 = 1.5. { Li}ip P 1, { Kj}j and the shortest time period T as follows:
each value of the input sequence { u(k)}'=o with j =
First, note that the optimal Q obtained for the constrained 1,- . *, m is held for time KjT and each value of the output
case does have the lower triangular structure at X = 0. Also sequence { y(k)} 0=0 with i = 1, *, p is obtained by sam-
notice that the optimal performance is (as expected) worse in pling the output of the continuous plant at multiples of LT.
the constrained case than in the unconstrained one. More- As it was shown in [12] MRSD systems belong in a more
over, we demonstrate that if we just "project" Qu so that it general class of time varying systems, i.e., the so-called
corresponds to a causal periodic controller we do not neces- (Pi, Mj) shift-varying systems. These are m-input p-output
sarily obtain optimal performance. discrete systems associated with sets of positive integers
Let Qup denote the causal projection of Qu{ i.e., { Pil}P 1, {Mj}J l and an input-output map f that has the
(- '21 -22 + 22 (0) \ following property: if each input sequence u; is shifted byQ = 1 22 Mj then each output sequence Yi will be shifted by Pi. In
- (b21 2 - X22 /particular, for the system in Fig. 2 if the integers (L l,
and let %p, = H - UQup then L2,- *, Lp, K 1, K 2 ,'-, Kin) are relative prime and if N
denotes their least common multiple then it corresponds to a
A ) 1 X(2 - 22(0)) (Pi, Mj) shift-varying system with Pi = (N/Li) andM =
UP - 21 - .P22 J(N/Kj). Note that N-periodic systems belong in the class of
(Pi, Mj) shift-varying systems with Pi = Mj = N Vi, j. In
Hence, since I1 02111 1 + 1122 1 i1 < 1 we have that [12], [15], a lifting technique was used to show that these
systems are equivalent in the strong sense (just as in the case
of N-periodic) to a class of M-input P-output LTI systems,
thus || up il I' > |I II I= where P I= I Pi and M = E j= 1Mi. The X-transform of
There are cases, however, where the unconstrained prob- this class of LTI systems should satisfy constraints at X = 0
lem and the OPT are the same. This is indicated in the analogous to the N-periodic case. These constraints are
following example. referred to in [13] as (Pi, Mj) causality conditions. More
Example 2: Once again consider an optimization problem specifically, let 6(X) represent the equivalent LTI system of
in a 2-periodic system with one input and one output and let a (Pi, Mj) shift-varying system (for example the MRSD in
the equivalent LTI problem be given as Fig. 2) and let D = G(0). Partition the matrix D as follows:
inf 11 H - UQel D., D12 ... DQell D . . I .
where H is 2 x 2, U is 2 x 4, Q is 4 x 2 with Q(0) block Dpl Dp2 . Dpm
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u/ U. Yc__HL follows: let J be the number of elements in Q(O) that are by
K. LT - the (Mj, Pi) causality conditions necessarily zero. To each
KIT I j E {1, 2, , J} we associate the indexes of the element of
G s Q(0) that is necessarily zero. Also, for each j { 1,2, , J}
n Ucm eCmYp Yp consider a matrix Lj with the same dimension as Q(O) that
-H has all its entries but one equal to 0. The nonzero entry is
KmT LT taken to equal 1 and its indexes are taken to be the ones that
Fig. 2. General multirate sampled data system. correspond to j in the Q(O) matrix. Define the functionals
{Rj}/=, as
where each Dij is a Pi x Mj matrix. The (Pi, Mj) causality R(O) = L; Rj(k) = O, k = 1,2 .
conditions are the following [13]:
It is now clear that the solution of the N-periodic case applies
v(DJa) = 0 immediately. Thus, if we constrain ourselves to (Mj, Pi)
N N compensators to solve the optimal disturbance rejection prob-
when (r - 1)- - (if - 1) -< O; lem, then exactly the same methods of the previous section
apply. Moreover, the results in [1] can be extended to show
1 < a < Pi, 1 < 13 < Mj. that optimal performance in a (Pi, Mi) system can be
achieved by a (Mj, Pi) compensator. Therefore, we canIn [131, [15] a parametrization of all (Mi, Pi) stabilizing
_controllers Cm .was obtained by using the parn in obtain a complete solution to the optimal disturbance rejec-
controllers Cmr was obtained by using the parametrization in
[7] of all LTI stabilizing controllers of the lifted LTI system.
The observation was (compare Fact 2.4) that the right and
left Bezout elements of the lifted system satisfy the causality B. Robust Stabilization of Periodic and Multirate Systems
conditions. Hence, the so-obtained LTI controllers parame- In this subsection, we start by considering the problem of
trized by the Youla free parameter Q, satisfy the (Mj, Pi) robust stabilization in periodic systems. In particular, we
causality conditions if and only if Q satisfies the (Mj, Pi) indicate that necessary and sufficient conditions for robust
causality conditions. Moreover, these controllers can be real- stability can be obtained by considering the same problem for
ized as causal multirate controllers using the architectures of the equivalent lifted system and using the results in [4], [14],
[13]. It should be emphasized [13], [15] that if Cmr is a [16]. More specifically, we encounter the situation depicted
causal multirate controller it does not necessarily mean that it in Fig. 3: we are given a nominal m-input n-output N-peri-
is an input-output map of a continuous MRSD system; odic strictly causal plant GP subject to additive unstructured
MRSD systems are a subclass of multirate systems. perturbations. The perturbed plant is described as Gp +
In view of all the above, the problem of optimal distur- R e Ao, where R e is a known m-input r-output N-periodic
bance rejection in a MRSD system is transformed to the same causal time-varying system, and /A, an unknown r-input
problem in the lifted LTI system. Namely, let w represent n-output perturbation in a class 9 defined as
the exogenous disturbances entering the system, z the regu- rxn
lated output, and let Tw be the map from w to z. Thencausal wth <
inf 1j T j, = inf 11 H - UQV 11 The objective is to find necessary and sufficient conditions
Cmr Q for the existence of a single causal compensator C, that
where H, U, V are (causal) stable LTI systems and Q is a
strict causality conditions on G,, A, exist exclusively to(causal) stable LTI system that satisfies the (Mj, Pi) causality guarantee wellposedness of the problem [5, ex7]. Consively to
conditions. A word of caution should be stated here: We guarantee well-posedness of the problem [5], [7]. Considerconditions. A word of caution should be stated here: We
now the same problem for the lifted system and letimplicitly assumed that w enters the system in a discrete
fashion. This might not be the case since part of the distur- G, R, A, C represent the lifts of GP, R, A,, C, respec-
tively (see Section II). Then, it is evident (see also Fact 2.3)bances might be of continuous nature entering the continuous
that well-posedness as well as stability of the lifted systempart of the system. Also, the output of interest z might not be implies well-posedness as well as stability of the original
a discrete signal. However, we model a continuous signal as
system in Fig. 3 and vice versa. Hence, it is enough to deal
an output of a discrete one via a sample-and-hold element of
with the lifted system. A sufficient condition for stability
sufficiently small period. The optimal solution to the purely follows immediately from the application of the small gaindiscrete problem can yield suboptimal solutions for the origi-
theorem [5]. Namely, the system can be stabilized
nal hybrid system. The degree of accuracy will depend on the
period of the sample-and-hold element that we use to approx-
imate the continuous signal. With this in mind, we will inf II C(I- GC)-Rll < 1.
consider the purely discrete time problem defined above.
This problem is not at all much different from what we In [4], [14], [16] it was shown that the above small gain
encountered for the N-periodic systems. In fact, we can condition is necessary as well as sufficient for stability when
proceed exactly as in the N-periodic case by simply modify- the perturbations are arbitrary time varying with norm
ing the functionals R i defined in the previous section as bounded by 1, i.e., these perturbations considered in [4],
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ity of the lifted system implies stability of the original one
A~v R--- p [ and vice versa [13], [15], we conclude that the small gain
condition is necessary as well as sufficient for the stability of
the multirate system. Hence the optimal compensator Cmr
for robust stability to additive perturbations can be obtained
by solving a performance problem in the lifted system.
Namely
u X inf IC(I- GC) - Rl
C stabilizing G
Cv < with C satisfying the (Mj, Pi) causality conditions. This
problem can be solved by the method indicated in Sec-
Fig. 3. Block diagram for robust stabilization. tion I-A.
[14], [16] are not initially constrained to be the image of a VI. CONCLUSIONS
lifting isomorphism. However, as shown in [4], [14], [16] if In this paper we presented the solution to the problem of
the small gain condition does not hold then a strictly causal optimal 1° to 1 disturbance rejection in periodic systems.
destabilizing A V E f9PX"N can be constructed such that the The key observation was that we can obtain a finite number
system becomes unstable for any controller. Now, the fact of linear constraints (functionals) on the allowable subspace
that A° is strictly causal trivially implies that A' is a legiti- of K = UQV to account for the causality condition on Q(O)
mate perturbation for the lifted system, i.e., A" corresponds when considering the equivalent LTI problem. These func-
to a A' in 9. Therefore, the small gain condition is, in fact, tionals combined with the functionals of the unconstrained
necessary as well as sufficient for the stability of the original
periodic system. Hence, if one wishes to design a stabilizing space for K. Therefore, to obtain the solution, the same
compensator C, for the periodic system that maximizes the method of solution for the unconstrained problem can be
tolerance to time-varying additive perturbations, the problem applied yielding a tractable linear programming problem in
infto solve is - lpCJ Rthe same manner as in [2], [3]. Also, we showed how we can
Cstabing IIC(I-Gc) -R obtain optimal compensators for MRSD systems using an
which can be transformed to identical method of solution to the one presented. Finally, we
indicated that the problem of robust stabilization in periodic
inf I H- UQV l and multirate systems can be analyzed without introducing
conservatism by considering the problem for the equivalent
with Q(O) block lower triangular and H, U, V stable time LTI system.
invariant operators determined by G, R. It should be noted,
that the situation does not change if we consider different APPENDIX
types of perturbations (for example multiplicative): the small Herein, we indicate how to find all matrices B (of appro-gain theorem gives necessary as well as sufficient conditions
~~~~~for stability.~ ~ ~priate dimensions) such that there are real numbers ci withfor stability.
Next, we encounter the problem of stability robustness in o) c()
multirate systems. In particular, let Gmr,, represent a (Pi, Mj) BV 
shift-varying plant subject to additive unstructured multirate
perturbations. Let the perturbed plant be Gmr, + Rmr Am First, we consider the following problem (PA).
where Rmr is a known (N,, Mj) shift-varying stable system Let M be a given matrix and {Ei}[,_ be a given set of
and A mr is an unknown I' stable causal multirate system linearly independent matrices. Find all matrices W such that
with 11 Amr 1 < 1. We stress that Amr is not assumed to be a MW = Z ciE
(Pn, Nn) shift-varying system: it is viewed as an arbitrary
stable causal multirate system in the context of [15]. The for some real numbers ci.
problem of robust stabilization is to find a single multirate The solution to PA goes as follows.
controller Cmr that stabilizes the perturbed class for all Amr. Let Ei be partitioned to column vectors as Ei =
This problem can be treated analogously to the N-periodic (el, e.,", e") and W= (w, wa). Also, define Pk
case: let G, R, C, A be the lifts (using the lifting in [13], = -(e4, e2,'", e) for k = 1, 2, ", n and CT =
[15]) of Gmr, Rmr, Cmr, Amr, respectively. Note that G, R (cl2,c , C). Then
are LTI and A is an arbitrary operator in ZPxN that ( k =
satisfies the causality constraints of [15] with II A 1 < 1 where (M Pk)
N = E,N,,, P = ZiP,. Again, using the results in [4],
[14], [16] we can construct a strictly proper A" with 11 A° II< P1i wI
1 for any (Mj, P,) causal controller that destabilizes the P2 w2
lifted system if and only if infc 11 C(I- GC)-'R II > 1. Define P= . and . Let (diag(M,
This A° trivially satisfies the causality conditions of [15] and .
hence it corresponds to a causal multirate A°,,. Since stabil- Pn
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M, * *, M)P) then N( W) = 0. Therefore, we can compute [17] M. Vidyasagar, Control Systems Synthesis: A Factorization Ap-C proach. Cambridge, MA: M.I.T. Press, 1985.
a basis for W by computing a basis for the null space of the [18] D. C. Youla, H. A. Jabr, and J. J. Bongiorno, "Modern Wiener-Hopf
matrix N which completes the solution to PA. design of optimal controllers-Part 2: The multivariable case," IEEE
In view of the above construction if C = BVOT(O) then we Trans. Automat. Contr., vol. AC-21, June 1976.
can compute a basis { Cj.j}cl for the space
SC = C: Uf(o)C = I E cRi(0) J Munther A. Dahleh (S'84-M'87) was born in
August 1962. He received the B.S.EE degree from
Then we can compute a basis { D } iDI for the space Texas A&M University, College Station, in 1983,
and the Ph.D. degree from Rice University, Hous-
l, jic ton, TX, 1987.
SD= D: Vo (O) D span ({ Cj}= Since 1987, he has been with the Department of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,
Now, tby defining jB = D and B1 j= D 1,- --, J we _ Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
'J~~~~~ ~~MA, where he is currently an Associate Professor.
obtain the required basis for SB. He has held consulting positions with NASA and
the C.S. Draper Laboratory since 1988. His cur-
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